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Abstract
The heterogeneous ice nucleation potential of airborne oxalic acid dihydrate and
sodium oxalate particles in the deposition and condensation mode has been inves-
tigated by controlled expansion cooling cycles in the AIDA aerosol and cloud chamber
of the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology at temperatures between 244 and 228K. Pre- 5
vious laboratory studies have highlighted the particular role of oxalic acid dihydrate as
the only species amongst a variety of other investigated dicarboxylic acids to be ca-
pable of acting as a heterogeneous ice nucleus in both the deposition and immersion
mode. We could conﬁrm a high deposition mode ice activity for 0.03 to 0.8µm sized
oxalic acid dihydrate particles that were either formed by nucleation from a gaseous 10
oxalic acid/air mixture or by rapid crystallisation of highly supersaturated aqueous ox-
alic acid solution droplets. The critical saturation ratio with respect to ice required for
deposition nucleation was found to be less than 1.1 and the size-dependent ice-active
fraction of the aerosol population was in the range from 0.1 to 22%. In contrast, oxalic
acid dihydrate particles that had crystallised from less supersaturated solution droplets 15
and had been allowed to slowly grow in a supersaturated environment from still un-
frozen oxalic acid solution droplets over a time period of several hours were found to
be much poorer heterogeneous ice nuclei. We speculate that under these conditions
a crystal surface structure with less-active sites for the initiation of ice nucleation was
generated. Such particles partially proved to be almost ice-inactive in both the depo- 20
sition and condensation mode. At times, the heterogeneous ice nucleation ability of
oxalic acid dihydrate signiﬁcantly changed when the particles had been processed in
preceding cloud droplet activation steps. Such behaviour was also observed for the
second investigated species, namely sodium oxalate. Our experiments address the
atmospheric scenario that coating layers of oxalic acid or its salts may be formed by 25
physical and chemical processing on pre-existing particulates such as mineral dust and
soot. Given the broad diversity of the observed heterogeneous ice nucleability of the
oxalate species, it is not straightforward to predict whether an oxalate coating layer will
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improve or reduce the ice nucleation ability of the seed aerosol particles.
1 Introduction
Several recent studies have addressed the hygroscopic behaviour (deliquescence and
eﬄorescence phase transitions) and ice nucleation abilities of low molecular weight
dicarboxylic acids (Braban et al., 2003; Kanji et al., 2008; Mikhailov et al., 2009; Par- 5
sons et al., 2004; Peng et al., 2001; Prenni et al., 2001; Shilling et al., 2006; Treuel et
al., 2008; Zobrist et al., 2006). These compounds have been identiﬁed as an impor-
tant contribution to the water-soluble organic fraction of tropospheric aerosols, typically
comprising 1–3% of the total particulate organic carbon in urban and semi-urban ar-
eas and up to 10% in remote continental and marine environments (Carlton et al., 10
2007; Chebbi and Carlier, 1996; Crahan et al., 2004; Ervens et al., 2004; Hsieh et al.,
2007; Kawamura et al., 1996; Kerminen et al., 2000; Kerminen et al., 1999; Limbeck
et al., 2005; Yao et al., 2002). Their presence in the atmosphere is ascribed to both
primary emissions and various secondary formation pathways, amongst which photo-
oxidations of gaseous organic precursors and subsequent gas-to-particle conversion, 15
heterogeneous reactions on particle surfaces, as well as aqueous in-cloud reaction
mechanisms are currently discussed (Yang et al., 2009). In most cases, oxalic acid
(C2) is found to be the most abundant species, followed by malonic (C3) and succinic
acid (C4).
In the following, we will give a brief literature survey on the hygroscopic properties of 20
oxalic acid, starting with the aerosol ﬂow tube/FTIR study by Braban et al. (2003). The
authors have generated a polydisperse aerosol of anhydrous oxalic acid particles by
spray-drying of an aqueous solution at a relative humidity (RH) of less than 5%. As ap-
parent from the recorded infrared spectrum, the chain-like β form of anhydrous oxalic
acid has formed where the molecules are linked together in pairs by cyclic hydrogen 25
bonds (Bellamy and Pace, 1963; Villepin and Novak, 1978a, b). Upon increasing rel-
ative humidity, two phase transitions were observed: from anhydrous β oxalic acid to
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oxalic acid dihydrate at 9 – 21%RH (294–259K) and the deliquescence transition to an
aqueous solution at 97–99%RH (294–279K). The structure of oxalic acid dihydrate is
similar to that of the anhydrous β form, with two water molecules included between the
carboxyl groups. Its infrared spectrum is characterised by a prominent doublet feature
at around 3500cm
−1 due to the hydration water whereas aqueous oxalic acid solution 5
droplets reveal a broader and less-structured absorption band in the O-H stretching
regime. Note that two polymorphs of oxalic acid dihydrate have only been observed
for the completely deuterated form (Ebisuzaki and Angel, 1981). According to Braban
et al. (2003), it was diﬃcult to eﬄoresce oxalic acid aerosol particles. In a number of
experiments the aerosol water was not completely removed by the drier, leaving be- 10
hind an aerosol that featured a continuous water uptake over the complete RH range.
Such behaviour was also observed in two independent H-TDMA (hygroscopicity tan-
dem diﬀerential mobility analyser) investigations (Mikhailov et al., 2009; Prenni et al.,
2001).
Prenni et al. (2001) have measured the hygroscopic growth curve of size selected, 15
50 and 100nm diameter oxalic acid particles generated by spray-drying at <5%RH
(303K). As already indicated, a continuous water uptake between 45 and 91%RH was
detected which could be explained by the presence of concentrated solution droplets
instead of eﬄoresced particles. An overall similar growth curve was recently measured
by Mikhailov et al. (2009) from <5 to 95%RH for a monodispersed 100nm diameter 20
oxalic acid aerosol at ambient temperature, generated by nebulisation of an aqueous
solution, drying at RH<5%, and size selecting the 100nm dry particle diameter by a
diﬀerential mobility analyser. A closer inspection of the growth curve, however, revealed
some trends and small-scale ﬂuctuations that are inconsistent with the assumption that
liquid-like aerosol particles were present: (i) a decrease of the growth factor in the 25
range from 5 to 40%RH, (ii), a small, stepwise increase in the growth factor at about
43%RH, going along with a sudden broadening of the mode width of the measured
size distribution, and, (iii), small-scale ﬂuctuations in the growth curve until reaching a
relative humidity of 80%. As an explanation, the authors proposed that spray-drying of
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the solution droplets had led to the formation of amorphous, highly porous oxalic acid
particles with a gel-like structure. The discontinuities in the growth curve could then
be attributed to microstructural rearrangements and transitions between collapsed and
swollen gel structures. Only above a relative humidity of 80%, the close agreement
between the mode widths of the particle size distribution in repetitive hydration and 5
dehydration experiments points to the presence of fully deliquesced liquid aqueous
solution droplets.
Complementing the contradictory results on the hygroscopic behaviour of oxalic acid
particles, Peng et al. (2001) have detected an eﬄorescence transition in 10 – 20 µm
sized oxalic acid particles at 52–57%RH. The particles were levitated in an electrody- 10
namic balance at 298K. No further change in the particle mass was detected when
lowering the relative humidity to 5%. The latter was chosen as a reference state
for water-free particles, implying that the eﬄorescence transition had directly led to
the crystallisation of anhydrous oxalic acid particles. As suggested by Mikhailov et
al. (2009), the inconsistent ﬁndings could partly be explained by size eﬀects when as- 15
suming that a part of the polydisperse aerosol in the Braban et al. (2003) study had
also extended into the >1µm size range and that this tail of the size distribution had
then dominated the mass fraction and been responsible for the overall infrared spectral
signature. In this way, one could combine the results from Braban et al. (2003) and
Peng et al. (2001) for super-micron sized particles where crystallisation of oxalic acid 20
is obviously facilitated whereas the ﬁndings from Prenni et al. (2001) and Mikhailov
et al. (2009) for ≤100nm particles suggest the predominant formation of (semi-)solid
amorphous particles.
Prenni et al. (2001) have probed size-selected 50 and 100nm diameter oxalic acid
particles, generated in the same way as for their H-TDMA measurements, also in a con- 25
tinuous ﬂow diﬀusion chamber (CFDC) to measure ice formation. As discussed above,
these particles were supposedly either concentrated solution droplets, or, according
to the interpretation from Mikhailov et al. (2009), gel-like amorphous particles. The
threshold ice relative humidity to freeze 1% of those particles at temperatures between
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about 228 and 217K almost coincided with water saturation, making them less eﬃcient
ice nuclei in comparison with supercooled inorganic aqueous solution droplets like sul-
phuric acid and ammonium sulphate. Several further studies have addressed the ice
nucleation potential of pure dicarboxylic acids. Kanji et al. (2008) have investigated
the ice formation via deposition nucleation on oxalic acid dihydrate particles deposited 5
on a Teﬂon-coated, copper cold stage at 233K. The particles were prepared from a
dilute aqueous solution using an atomiser and, by inspection of the optical micrograph
shown in Fig. 3 of their publication, covered a size range between about 1 and 8µm
in diameter. Prior to an ice nucleation experiment, the deposited particles were dried
at RH<1% (298K) for 18h, most probably leading to the formation of anhydrous oxalic 10
acid. According to the results from Braban et al. (2003), these anhydrous particles
should have transformed into oxalic acid dihydrate prior to ice nucleation due to the
elevated humidity levels encountered in the course of the ice nucleation experiments.
Kanji et al. (2008) have determined threshold relative humidities for the nucleation of
a single ice particle on the ensemble of deposited particles as a function of the total 15
particulate surface area. The surface area was varied by adjusting the total number of
particles on the stage, typically from a few hundred to several 10
5 particles (Kanji and
Abbatt, 2006). The measured critical ice saturation ratios ranged from about 1.10–1.25
for total particulate surface areas in the range of 2×10
−1–6×10
−4 cm
2. The observed
high ice nucleability in the deposition mode clearly contradicts the results from Prenni 20
et al. (2001), indicating that the particles probed in the CFDC chamber were indeed not
crystalline. Micrometer-sized, spray-deposited particles of maleic acid (C4 unsaturated
dicarboxylic acid) also proved to be eﬃcient heterogeneous ice nuclei in the deposition
mode at low temperatures (Shilling et al., 2006). Critical ice saturation ratios for nu-
cleating ice on the maleic acid particles ranged from about 1.05 at 220K to 1.30 at 25
190K. In contrast, Parsons et al. (2004) have reported that 2–40µm sized particles of
saturated C3–C6 dicarboxylic acids are not good ice nuclei in the deposition mode at
temperatures above 243K. Instead of heterogeneously nucleating ice at temperatures
below the eutectic temperature, i.e., at ice supersaturated conditions, these particles
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underwent a deliquescence transition to aqueous solution droplets. Oxalic acid (C2)
has not been investigated.
Zobrist et al. (2006) speciﬁcally addressed the ability of several dicarboxylic acids as
heterogeneous ice nuclei in the immersion mode, arguing that in most cases these sub-
stances would be part of a multi-component mixture in atmospheric aerosol particles. 5
If precipitating from these mixtures, the organic crystals would therefore be included
in an aqueous solution with other inorganic and/or organic solutes and thus could only
act as immersion ice nuclei. The freezing experiments were performed with emulsiﬁed
binary dicarboxylic acid/water solutions of diﬀerent solute concentrations and selected
ternary solutions with e.g. sulphuric acid, ammonium sulphate, and sodium chloride as 10
additional solute species. Ice freezing temperatures were measured with a diﬀeren-
tial scanning calorimeter. The authors demonstrated that in several of the emulsiﬁed
aqueous solutions (e.g. binary 5.0, 9.8, and 19.8wt% oxalic acid, 7.3wt% succinic
acid, and 1.6 wt% adipic acid solutions) homogeneous ice nucleation had triggered
the precipitation of the organic solute. Only in the case of oxalic acid, however, sup- 15
posedly precipitated as oxalic acid dihydrate, these embedded crystals then acted as
immersion mode ice nuclei in a second freezing cycle, as evidenced by a freezing tem-
perature higher than the homogeneous freezing temperature of pure water. The study
by Zobrist et al. (2006) has motivated the heterogeneous ice nucleation experiments
with oxalic acid particles which we will present in this manuscript. Our ﬁrst intention 20
was to reproduce the results from cooling cycles with emulsiﬁed solutions by controlled
expansion cooling experiments with airborne particles, conducted in the large coolable
aerosol and cloud chamber AIDA of the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology. In the follow-
ing two paragraphs we brieﬂy describe what should be observed in respective series
of AIDA experiments on the basis of the results of Zobrist et al. (2006). 25
The experimental trajectory in the temperature-composition plane for ice nucleation
experiments with airborne particles signiﬁcantly diﬀers from that with emulsiﬁed so-
lutions (Fig. 1). In the latter case, the solute concentration remains constant during
cooling (trace C) and ice crystals formed by homogeneous nucleation in the ﬁrst cool-
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ing cycle have to be melted by heating the solutions to a conditioning temperature
above the eutectic temperature. Then another cooling cycle is started to probe the het-
erogeneous ice nucleation ability of the potentially precipitated organic crystals. The
experimental trajectories of two conceivable AIDA expansion cooling cycles with bi-
nary oxalic acid/water solution droplets are schematically shown as green and blue 5
traces in Fig. 1. Experiment A is started at an initial gas temperature of 244K, i.e.,
slightly above the homogeneous freezing temperature of pure water droplets at about
236 K. The initial composition of the injected oxalic acid solution droplets adjusts to the
prevailing relative humidity which is roughly equal to the saturation pressure over ice
because the inner walls of the AIDA chamber are coated with a thin ice layer in the 10
preparation of an expansion run. Thereby, the initial composition is given by point A1
on the ice melting-point curve in aqueous oxalic acid solutions. As can be seen from
the phase diagram, the aerosol consists of highly concentrated solution droplets with
about 62wt% oxalic acid. As a comparison, the saturation concentration of oxalic acid
at 244K is about 0.7 wt%, based on a thermodynamic extrapolation of bulk solubilities 15
measured at higher temperatures (Apelblat and Manzurola, 1987; Omar and Ulrich,
2006).
To initiate the ice freezing, the AIDA pressure is reduced by controlled pumping.
Upon expansion cooling, the aerosol strongly dilutes due to the increasing relative hu-
midity (see Sect. 2 for the experimental details). After about 3 to 4 degrees of cooling 20
(240 to 241K, A2), the relative humidity with respect to supercooled water has in-
creased from 75% (corresponding to an ice saturation ratio of one at 244K) to 100%,
leading to the activation of the oxalic acid solution droplets to a cloud of almost pure
supercooled water droplets. This cloud eventually glaciates at point A3 when the gas
temperature has further dropped below the homogeneous freezing temperature of pure 25
water droplets. After completed glaciation, the pumping is stopped and the ice crystals
slowly evaporate on a timescale of typically 15 to 20min while the gas temperature
gradually recuperates its original value. A second expansion cooling cycle with the
same aerosol loading is then started again at 244K to check whether the droplet freez-
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ing has also triggered the crystallisation of oxalic acid (dihydrate). The organic crystals
could act as deposition mode ice nuclei at temperatures between 244 and 240–241K,
or, once water saturation is reached, act as condensation freezing nuclei (a liquid layer
condenses on the particles, which subsequently initiates the freezing) before reaching
a temperature of 236K provided that the crystals would not instantly and completely 5
deliquesce on the timescale of the expansion cooling experiment. When conducting
such an experiment with multi-component oxalic acid-containing solution droplets, only
condensation freezing could take place. Experiment B (green trace) is started with a
fresh aerosol loading at an initial gas temperature of 233K (B1), i.e., below the homo-
geneous freezing temperature of pure water droplets. The injected oxalic acid droplets 10
will homogeneously freeze in the ﬁrst expansion cycle once the dilution has gone below
a critical threshold value (B2) but they will not dilute to almost pure water droplets as
in experiment A. In the second expansion cycle, the potentially precipitated oxalic acid
(dihydrate) crystals could act as ice nuclei in the deposition mode, or, when conduct-
ing an experiment with a multi-component mixture, act as ice nuclei in the immersion 15
mode, thereby potentially inducing earlier ice formation compared to the homogeneous
freezing run.
This envisaged experimental approach has successfully been applied to ternary so-
lution droplets with sulphuric acid and sodium chloride as additional solute species. We
will report these results in a forthcoming manuscript. Concerning freezing experiments 20
with binary oxalic acid/water solution droplets, we never observed that the injected
aerosol particles remained in a supercooled liquid state at temperatures ≤244K. In-
stead, as proven by infrared extinction measurements, solid oxalic acid dihydrate crys-
tallised from the highly supersaturated solution droplets. These particles revealed a
remarkably high variability in their ice nucleation potential, depending on the way they 25
were generated. When directly injecting aqueous oxalic acid solution droplets into the
cooled AIDA chamber at e.g. 244K, the crystallisation of the entire particle ensemble
to oxalic acid dihydrate took place on a time scale of about one hour. In another type
of experiment, the droplet aerosol was added to the chamber at a higher temperature
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(e.g., 266K) and then slowly cooled to 244K, thereby causing a much slower over-
all crystallisation process. The spectrum of the ice nucleation ability of the variously
generated oxalic acid dihydrate crystals at 244K ranged from very eﬃcient deposition
mode ice nucleation, as also recently observed by Kanji et al. (2008), to almost ice
inactivity. At times, distinctive changes in the ice nucleation ability were observed in 5
consecutive expansion cooling cycles.
In the present manuscript, we summarise these results on the heterogeneous ice
nucleation potential of oxalic acid dihydrate. As a second species, anhydrous sodium
oxalate particles were also investigated. Albeit acknowledging the argumentation from
Zobrist et al. (2006) that in most atmospheric particles oxalic acid (dihydrate) crystals, 10
if present, will be embedded in a surrounding solution and thereby be unsusceptible for
deposition mode ice nucleation, studies on pure oxalate particles remain of scientiﬁc
interest. They form the basis for the interpretation of the experiments with the more
complex, multi-component aerosol particles and underline that already pure, compara-
tively simply structured organic species may feature a complex, highly variable ice nu- 15
cleation behaviour. In addition, as already indicated in the ﬁrst paragraph, mechanisms
are discussed that could lead to the formation of coating layers of oxalate species on
pre-existing aerosol particles. Therefore, one cannot exclude that potentially precipi-
tated oxalate crystals are directly exposed to an ice supersaturated environment and
could also act as deposition mode ice nuclei. 20
2 Experimental
A schematic view of the AIDA aerosol and cloud chamber facility, featuring the rele-
vant instrumentation for the oxalic acid and sodium oxalate crystallisation and expan-
sion cooling experiments, is shown in Fig. 2. The aerosol chamber, a 84.3m
3 sized
aluminium vessel of 4m diameter, is located inside an isolating containment whose 25
interior can be cooled to temperatures as low as 183K. The spatial temperature ﬂuc-
tuations throughout the whole chamber interior, as measured by arrays of horizontally
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and vertically arranged temperature sensors, is less than ±0.3K. The chamber can
be evacuated with two vacuum pumps to a minimum pressure of less than 0.01hPa.
Repetitive evacuation and ﬂushing cycles with particle-free synthetic air usually pro-
vide background particle number concentrations of less than 0.1cm
−3. In addition,
the pressure control enables controlled expansion cooling experiments to establish ice 5
supersaturated conditions in the chamber as a prerequisite for studying ice nucleation.
In the following, we will describe the various employed methods for aerosol gen-
eration and present typical number size distributions of the added aerosol particles.
Thereafter, we will brieﬂy summarise the operation of the AIDA vessel as a cloud ex-
pansion chamber and introduce the most important measurement devices, including in 10
situ water vapour measurements by tuneable diode laser absorption spectroscopy as
well as aerosol and cloud particle characterisation by optical particle counters, infrared
extinction measurements, and laser light scattering and depolarisation measurements.
For readers interested in more details, we recommend the publications by Benz et
al. (2005) and M¨ ohler et al. (2005) concerning the methodology of the expansion cool- 15
ing cycles and the recent review by Wagner et al. (2009) on the optical measurements
at the AIDA chamber. We will conclude this chapter with a tabular compilation of the
experimental procedures for the various crystallisation and ice freezing experiments
whose results will then be discussed in Sect. 3.
Four diﬀerent methods were used to generate oxalic acid and sodium oxalate 20
aerosol particles of median diameters ranging from 30nm to 0.8µm. In most cases,
the aerosol was generated from aqueous solutions of typically 4–8wt% oxalic acid
and 3wt% sodium oxalate, prepared by dissolving crystalline oxalic acid dihydrate
((COOH)2·2H2O, Merck, >99.5%, 126.07gmol
−1) and sodium oxalate (Na2C2O4,
Merck, >99.8%, 134.01gmol
−1) in Milli-Q quality water. The solutions were subse- 25
quently ﬁltrated by a submicron syringe ﬁlter (PTFE membrane) to remove any poten-
tially remaining particulates. Depending on the prevailing AIDA temperature, the added
solution droplets either initially remained in a supersaturated liquid state, or rapidly, at
times instantly, crystallised to oxalic acid dihydrate and anhydrous sodium oxalate. The
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largest particles were obtained by ultrasonic nebulisation (URANUS, Sinaptec France),
yielding median diameters of about 0.55–0.80µm. Panels a and b of Fig. 3 show typi-
cal number size distributions of solid oxalic acid dihydrate and sodium oxalate particles,
as generated by rapid crystallisation after adding the aerosol to the AIDA chamber at
244K. The size distributions were measured with a scanning mobility particle sizer 5
(SMPS, TSI) and an aerodynamic particle spectrometer (APS, TSI). Particles with me-
dian diameters of around 100nm were generated with a compressed-air atomiser (TSI,
model 3076). As an example, panel c of Fig. 3 shows the size distribution of solid ox-
alic acid dihydrate crystals, again obtained by rapid crystallisation after injection at
T=244K. For both the atomiser and ultrasonic nebuliser, an overall injection period of 10
about 30–60min was required in order to obtain a suﬃcient mass loading for charac-
terising the aerosol by long-path, in situ FTIR (Fourier transform infrared) extinction
spectroscopy. Typical number concentrations ranged from 10000–20000cm
−3 when
using the atomiser and 300–500cm
−3 for the ultrasonic nebuliser. In selected exper-
iments, the aqueous solutions were directly sprayed into the cooled cloud chamber 15
via a two-stream dispersion nozzle that was heated to about 293K. This proved to be
a clean and eﬃcient way to generate suﬃcient aerosol mass loadings within 5–10s.
Panel d of Fig. 3 shows an exemplary size distribution of initially supersaturated oxalic
acid solution droplets obtained by spraying a 4wt% oxalic acid solution into the AIDA
chamber at 266K. As discussed in Sect. 3.3, the SMPS measurement is signiﬁcantly 20
biased in the case of supercooled solution droplets because the instrument is oper-
ated at a much lower relative humidity than prevalent in the AIDA chamber, inducing a
shrinking of the particle size due to the loss of water. Finally, in a particular experiment
nanometre-sized oxalic acid dihydrate crystallites were generated by passing synthetic
air over a heated reservoir of crystalline oxalic acid dihydrate (373K). The gaseous 25
oxalic acid/air mixture was then directed via stainless steel connection tubes into the
AIDA chamber that was held at 228K, thereby inducing the binary nucleation of oxalic
acid and water. A total injection time of about 2h was needed to positively identify
oxalic acid dihydrate as the major outcome of this procedure by FTIR extinction mea-
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surements. As shown by panel e of Fig. 3, the median diameter of these crystallites
was about 30nm.
In order to prepare the AIDA chamber for crystallisation experiments with succeeding
expansion cooling cycles, the inner walls of the aluminium vessel are coated with a thin
ice layer, typically made by evaporating a certain amount of Milli-Q quality water into 5
the evacuated chamber at some higher temperature, reﬁlling the chamber with particle-
free synthetic air to ambient pressure, and subsequent cooling to a lower temperature.
Due to some internal heat sources like heating foils, heated sampling tubes, and the
mixing fan (see Fig. 2), the average gas temperature T is typically 1
◦C higher than the
average wall temperature. As a result, the prevailing water vapour pressure pw(T) is 10
slightly below the saturation pressure over ice pw,ice(T), yielding an ice saturation ratio
Sice=pw(T)/pw,ice(T) of about 0.90–0.95 at static pressure and temperature conditions
prior to the expansion cooling cycle. With the onset of pumping, pw(T) decreases
at most linearly with the total pressure. Partly, this pressure-induced diminution in
pw(T) is compensated for by evaporation of ice from the chamber walls because the 15
wall temperature almost remains constant during pumping. As pw,ice(T) decreases
exponentially with the gas temperature during expansion cooling, a rapid increase in
Sice can be induced with a typical humidiﬁcation rate dSice/dt of about 0.2/min for a
pumping speed of 120m
3/h. With the maximum pumping speed of 200m
3/h, the AIDA
gas temperature can be reduced by as much as 10
◦C during pumping. For any initial 20
temperature, this decrease is suﬃcient to reach or even go beyond saturation with
respect to supercooled water during the expansion. The expansion cooling cycles
thereby allow for investigating the heterogeneous ice nucleation potential of solid ice
nuclei in both the condensation and deposition mode.
Accurate time proﬁles of the water vapour concentration during the expansion cooling 25
cycles are deduced from direct tuneable diode laser (TDL) absorption measurements.
The employed room-temperature, near-infrared (1370±2nm) telecommunication-type
diode laser is coupled via an optical ﬁbre into an open-path White-type multiple reﬂec-
tion cell whose mirrors are directly mounted onto the interior walls of the AIDA chamber.
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The optical path length of the White cell is currently adjusted between 23 and 84m, de-
pending on the water vapour concentration. By modulation of the diode laser current,
the entire absorption line proﬁle of a selected rovibrational water vapour transition is
scanned, integrated, and converted to water vapour mixing ratios at a temporal resolu-
tion of about 1s. As a major beneﬁt, the interstitial water vapour concentration can be 5
inferred even in the presence of dense clouds of supercooled water and/or ice parti-
cles. Supplementing the TDL humidity measurements, the total water mixing ratio, i.e.,
the sum of interstitial water vapour and evaporated condensed water from the aerosol
and/or cloud particles, is measured with a fast high-precision chilled mirror hygrome-
ter (MBW, model 373) at a time resolution of 1s. The hygrometer is arranged outside 10
the thermostated housing of the AIDA chamber and samples pass through a stainless
steel tube that is heated to 303K.
Three important optical instruments are used for obtaining information about the
number concentration, size, shape, and chemical composition of the investigated
aerosol and cloud particles. A set of two optical particle counters (OPC1 and OPC2, 15
type WELAS2000, Palas) is mounted to the bottom of the AIDA chamber within its
thermostated housing, employing strictly vertical sampling tubes to minimise sampling
losses. Particle number concentrations and size distributions are inferred from measur-
ing the pulses of white light scattered by single particles into an angle of 90±12
◦. Given
the measurement ranges of these instruments (0.7–40µm, OPC1; and 2.3–104µm, 20
OPC2), only the tail of the aerosol size distribution towards large particle diameters
will be covered. Cloud particles composed of micron-sized supercooled water droplets
and/or ice crystals, however, are quantitatively counted and sized. Note that the size in-
formation for aspherical ice particles is somewhat ambiguous due to the dependence of
the phase function on the particle shape and orientation in the detection volume. As a 25
second tool, infrared extinction spectra of the aerosol and cloud particles are recorded
in situ by coupling a FTIR spectrometer to a second open-path White-type multiple re-
ﬂection cell with an optical path length that is adjustable between 23 and 257m. The
infrared spectra are typically recorded from 6000 to 800cm
−1 at 4cm
−1 resolution. In-
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frared extinction is the sum of light absorption in the particles and light scattering by
the particles. The absorption contribution typically reﬂects distinctive bands of organic
and inorganic functional groups, and, concerning the present study, allows for discrim-
inating aqueous oxalic acid solution droplets from solid anhydrous oxalic acid or oxalic
acid dihydrate crystals (Braban et al., 2003) as well as for distinguishing supercooled 5
water droplets from ice crystals (Zasetsky et al., 2005). The scattering contribution is
sensitive to the particle size and in principle allows for a retrieval of the particle size dis-
tribution. For certain chemical species, depending on the particle size and the complex
refractive index, also information about the particle shape is inherent in the spectral
habitus of the infrared extinction bands. Measurements of laser light scattering and 10
depolarisation are a further powerful tool to detect deliquescence and eﬄorescence
phase transitions in sub-micron sized aerosol particles as well as to monitor the freez-
ing of large supercooled water droplets to aspherical ice crystals. For this purpose,
the laser beam of a continuous wave semiconductor laser (Coherent, λ=488nm) is di-
rected horizontally through the AIDA chamber. The scattered light intensities are mea- 15
sured in the forward (Ifor, scattering angle 2
◦) and polarisation resolved in the backward
direction (Iback,par,Iback,per, scattering angle 178
◦), with Iback,par and Iback,per denoting the
backscattered intensities parallel and perpendicular to the incident polarisation state
of the light beam. The backscattering linear depolarisation ratio δ is then given by
δ =Iback,per/Iback,par. δ is zero for light scattering by spherical particles and in general 20
clearly diﬀerent from zero for light scattering by aspherical particles, thereby featuring
a strong dependency on the particle size and shape (Mishchenko et al., 1996). No-
table exceptions are aspherical particles with small size parameters and/or extreme
aspect ratios. These particle types may reveal only a very weak backscattering linear
depolarisation ratio (Zakharova and Mishchenko, 2000). 25
Concluding this section, we will give a tabular summary of the crystallisation and ice
nucleation experiments (Table 1), serving as a look-up table for the detailed discussion
in the following section. The ﬁrst four columns denote the experiment number, the
investigated chemical species (either oxalic acid or sodium oxalate), the initial AIDA
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gas temperature when adding the aerosol particles to the chamber, and the method for
aerosol generation. The ﬁnal column then brieﬂy outlines the experimental procedure,
including overall adjustments to the AIDA temperature and the number of expansion
cooling cycles that have been performed at various temperatures.
3 Results and discussion 5
Given the broad diversity of the experimental procedures and the variety of the ice nu-
cleation ability of the particles that is disclosed by the individual expansion runs, we
considered it confusing for the reader to begin this section with an overall compilation
of the results from all experiments. Instead, we describe and analyse the experiments
step by step as they are listed in Table 1, thereby gradually unravelling the intricate 10
ice nucleation behaviour of the investigated species. As a guide for the reader, the
discussion is subdivided into three sections; Sect. 3.1 addresses experiments 1, 2,
and 3 where the ice nucleation ability of oxalic acid dihydrate particles that have crys-
tallised or nucleated in AIDA at T≤244K is described, Sect. 3.2 compares the ﬁndings
from Sect. 3.1 with the ice nucleation properties of anhydrous sodium oxalate particles 15
generated at 244K, and Sect. 3 again focuses on the ice nucleability of oxalic acid
dihydrate particles, this time generated by crystallisation in AIDA at T>244K.
3.1 Ice nucleation ability of oxalic acid dihydrate, crystallisation/nucleation at
T≤244K
In a ﬁrst type of experiments, oxalic acid solution droplets were added to the cooled 20
AIDA chamber at 244K, either using an ultrasonic nebuliser (Exp. 1) or an atomiser
(Exp. 2). As outlined in the introduction, the original purpose of these experiments was
to generate supercooled, highly supersaturated aqueous oxalic acid solution droplets
and mimic the trajectory A depicted in Fig. 1. Already in the course of the aerosol injec-
tion period, however, a continuous increase in the backscattering linear depolarisation 25
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ratio δ was observed (top panel of Fig. 4), indicating that the supersaturated oxalic acid
solution droplets had started to crystallise. Note that the aerosol particles were added
through a stainless-steel injection tube located at level one of the AIDA chamber, i.e., at
the same height of the in situ light scattering and depolarisation measurements (Fig. 2).
This causes the small-scale ﬂuctuations of δ during the injection period tinj. After the 5
stop of aerosol injection, the mixing fan, located at the bottom of the AIDA chamber
and continuously operating since the start of aerosol addition, rapidly ensures homo-
geneous aerosol distribution throughout the chamber which leads to smoother traces
of the depolarisation ratio. Constant values of δ=0.38 and δ=0.18 are reached about
2000s and 4000s after stopping the aerosol injection for experiments 1 and 2, respec- 10
tively, pointing to the complete crystallisation of the aerosol population. Although the
magnitude of δ is both size- and shape-dependent, these diﬀerences in δ are likely re-
lated to the clearly diﬀerent particle sizes obtained by either ultrasonic nebulisation or
atomisation, see panels (a) (Exp. 1) and (c) (Exp. 2) of Fig. 3. Simultaneously recorded
infrared extinction spectra provide evidence for the chemical nature of the crystallised 15
particulates. Four spectra recordings, monitored at diﬀerent times during the injection
and crystallisation period of Exp. 2, are shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 4. Spectrum
(a) features a still comparatively broad extinction band in the O-H stretching regime
between 3700 and 3000cm
−1 caused by the presence of still unfrozen aqueous ox-
alic acid solution droplets, but at the same time already bares a clear spectral imprint 20
of crystallised oxalic acid dihydrate particles, namely the doublet signature at about
3480 and 3415cm
−1 due to the hydration water. The doublet structure of the C-O
stretching mode at 1250cm
−1 is a further indication for the presence of a mixture of
supercooled aqueous oxalic acid solution droplets and oxalic acid dihydrate crystals, its
low-wavenumber component at 1240cm
−1 attributable to concentrated aqueous solu- 25
tions droplets and its high-wavenumber component at 1270cm
−1 attributable to oxalic
acid dihydrate. At later times during the injection (spectrum c) the relative contributions
of the spectral features related to oxalic acid dihydrate gain in intensity. Spectrum (d)
ﬁnally represents a completely crystallised aerosol population and closely matches the
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infrared spectrum of oxalic acid dihydrate measured by Braban et al. (2003). For Exp. 1,
only the ﬁnal infrared spectrum after full crystallisation is depicted (trace e). Again, ox-
alic acid dihydrate can be identiﬁed as the crystallisation product. The larger particle
size in comparison with Exp. 2 leads to an increased contribution of light scattering to
overall extinction, manifesting itself in a slight dispersion feature that is superimposed 5
on the 3500cm
−1 doublet signature.
As apparent from Fig. 1 and already indicated in the introductory section, the compo-
sition of the injected oxalic acid solution droplets, initially prepared from dilute solutions
of 4–8wt% oxalic acid, will concentrate to about 62wt% oxalic acid when exposed to
ice saturated conditions at 244K. Given that the ambient relative humidity inside the 10
AIDA chamber is typically 5–10% lower than ice saturation due to the internal heat
spots, an even higher solute concentration of about 67wt% would be obtained. To
our knowledge, there is no previous literature report on the possibility to maintain such
highly supersaturated oxalic acid solution droplets as used in the present study in a
supercooled liquid state at low temperatures over a long period of time. The maximum 15
oxalic acid concentration in the emulsiﬁed solutions investigated by Zobrist et al. (2006)
amounted to 19.87wt%. In the ﬁrst cooling cycle, this solution could be cooled to the
homogeneous freezing temperature of 222.9K without showing crystallisation. At room
temperature, oxalic acid solution droplets levitated in an electrodynamic balance could
be concentrated up to about 80wt% before eﬄorescing at a relative humidity of 52– 20
57% (Peng et al., 2001). As a comparison, the initial relative humidity with respect to
supercooled water in experiments 1 and 2 amounted to about 70%. In contradiction to
the Peng et al. (2001) result, numerous studies have addressed the diﬃculty to prepare
an aerosol population of crystalline oxalic acid particles by spray-drying of aqueous so-
lutions at room-temperature even at a very low relative humidity of 5% (Braban et al., 25
2003; Mikhailov et al., 2009; Prenni et al., 2001).
Without doubt, experiments conducted in a large-scale aerosol chamber such as
AIDA are more susceptive to potential interferences caused by heterogeneous eﬀects
compared to experiments with levitated droplets or emulsiﬁed solutions. One could
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think of a number of sites in the chamber interior including e.g. the surfaces of the
mirrors for the internal multiple reﬂection cells or the rotors of the mixing fan which
could potentially induce the heterogeneous crystallisation of the supersaturated oxalic
acid solution droplets. The pronounced, immediate increase in the depolarisation ratio
directly after the start of aerosol addition as well as the fast crystallisation of the en- 5
tire aerosol population in the 84m
3 sized vessel, however, can hardly be explained by
heterogeneous crystallisation on a few selected sites. Moreover, as recently shown by
experiments on the glass transition and the ice nucleating abilities of citric acid aerosols
(Murray et al., 2010), it is indeed possible to maintain a population of supersaturated
aqueous organic solution droplets at very low temperatures (215K) in AIDA without any 10
indication of heterogeneous crystallisation. With our present instrumentation, a further
quantitative analysis of the crystallisation process in terms of deriving a crystallisation
rate, i.e., the number of crystallisation events per unit volume of aqueous oxalic acid
solution droplets per unit time, is not possible. For an analysis based on homogeneous
nucleation theory, the time evolution of both the volume concentration of liquid droplets 15
(not including crystallised droplets) and the number concentrations of crystallised and
still unfrozen oxalic acid solution droplets have to be determined. The ﬁrst quantity
could in principle be derived from the FTIR extinction spectra but would necessitate
accurate composition- and temperature-dependent infrared optical constants for both
aqueous oxalic acid solution droplets and oxalic acid dihydrate which are currently not 20
available. Moreover, separate and quantitative counting of the submicron-sized frozen
and unfrozen solution droplets is extremely diﬃcult to achieve. A promising instrument
development in this context is the Small Ice Detector probe SID3 constructed at the
University of Hertfordshire (http://strc.herts.ac.uk/pi/proj.html). The instrument mea-
sures the spatial scattering patterns from individual particles down to sizes of about 25
1µm and, as inherent in its name, was primarily constructed to reveal the crystal mor-
phology of ice crystals down to sizes too small to be resolved by conventional imaging
instruments. Because a part of the aerosol size distribution in Exp. 1 extended into the
>1µm size range, SID3 was tested for the ﬁrst time at AIDA as a tool for the shape anal-
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ysis of large aerosol particles. More theoretical work, however, is needed to conﬁrm
that the recorded spatial scattering patterns indeed allow for a unique discrimination
between spherical solution droplets and aspherical frozen droplets even for sizes down
to 1µm or, alternatively, to determine the threshold size above which such distinction
is possible. In a future crystallisation experiment, an aerosol would then have to be 5
generated whose entire number size distribution falls into a size regime that can be
quantitatively counted and shape-classiﬁed by SID3.
We will now focus our discussion on the ice nucleation potential of the crystallised
oxalic acid dihydrate particles generated during experiments 1 and 2. Time series of
various AIDA data recorded during two diﬀerent expansion cooling cycles from Exp. 1 10
are plotted in Fig. 5. The contents of each graph in Fig. 5 are arranged as follows. The
top row panel shows the time series of the AIDA pressure (black line) and the mean
AIDA gas temperature (red line) in the course of the expansion experiment. In the
second row, the time evolution of the saturation ratios with respect to ice (Sice, black
line) and supercooled water (Sliq, red line) are plotted. These values are obtained as 15
quotients of the in situ measured water vapour concentrations (by TDL absorption) and
the saturation water vapour pressures over ice and liquid water, calculated with the
equations from Murphy and Koop (2005) for the given mean AIDA gas temperature.
In addition, the trace of Sice obtained for the total water concentration measured by
the MBW frost point hygrometer is shown as blue line. For the aerosol mass concen- 20
trations employed in the current experiments, any aerosol water content, if present, is
usually negligible compared to the interstitial water vapour concentration. The traces of
Sice from the TDL and MBW measurements therefore coincide as long as no clouds of
supercooled water and/or ice are formed. Scatter plots from the optical particle counter
OPC2 are shown in the third row. Each dot represents a single particle count event in 25
one of the OPC2 size channels. It is usually feasible to introduce an optical threshold
size to distinguish between comparatively small interstitial aerosol particles and large
ice crystals that have nucleated during an expansion cooling cycle. Counting all par-
ticles above the threshold size then yields the ice particle number concentration Nice.
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By dividing Nice through the prevailing aerosol number concentration, the so-called
ice-active fraction fice of an aerosol population is obtained. The time evolution of this
quantity is shown in the forth panel of each graph. The ﬁnal panel contains records
from the in situ laser light scattering and depolarisation measurements, namely time
series of the backscattered intensity Iback,par parallel to the incident polarisation state of 5
the laser (black line) and the linear backscattering depolarisation ratio δ (red line).
The left panel of Fig. 5 shows AIDA data from the ﬁrst expansion run conducted in
the course of Exp. 1. Pumping was started at time zero (see Fig. 4) after the com-
plete crystallisation of the injected oxalic acid solution droplets to oxalic acid dihydrate
at initial saturation ratios of Sice=0.93 and Sliq=0.70. The oxalic acid dihydrate crys- 10
tals are optically counted by the OPC2 up to a threshold size of about 10µm, which,
as mentioned above, can only be interpreted as an apparent particle diameter due to
the ambiguous sizing of aspherical particles. Shortly after the start of pumping, when
reaching a threshold ice saturation ratio Sice of about 1.03 (as indicated by the dashed
green lines), a dense cloud of large ice crystals is formed. The threshold is given as 15
the prevailing relative humidity when the total ice particle number concentration, as
measured by the OPC2, has exceeded a value of 1cm
−3. This deﬁnition is chosen, in
favour of denoting the threshold relative humidity for ice nucleation on a certain per-
centage of the aerosol population, to directly compare our results with those from Kanji
et al. (2008), see below. A diﬀerent threshold deﬁnition would not change the major 20
conclusions from our experiments. Albeit continuing with pumping after exceeding the
threshold relative humidity, the nucleated ice crystals rapidly deplete the excess of wa-
ter vapour in the gas phase. Therefore, Sice only gets to a peak value, Sice,max, of about
1.07 during pumping before levelling of to Sice=1. This value is preserved as long as
a stable ice cloud is maintained in AIDA, i.e., before all ice crystals have either evapo- 25
rated or grown large enough to fall to the bottom of the cloud chamber and be lost. The
nucleation of large ice crystals is also documented by the sharp increase in the inten-
sity of the backscattered laser light by more than one order of magnitude. In contrast,
the intricate, non-linear dependency of δ on particle size and shape provokes that the
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depolarisation ratio of the large ice crystals is smaller than that of the oxalic acid di-
hydrate crystals. The data from Fig. 5 reveal that the crystallised oxalic acid dihydrate
particles act as very eﬃcient deposition mode ice nuclei. As apparent from the forth
panel, a signiﬁcant number fraction with fice=0.1 has acted as a heterogeneous ice nu-
cleus. The rapid depletion of the supersaturation may have prevented additional oxalic 5
acid dihydrate crystals with a slightly higher activation threshold to become activated.
Three further expansion cooling cycles were performed with the aerosol loading from
Exp. 1. Shortly after the ice cloud generated during run 1 had evaporated (at t=800s,
see Fig. 5), the chamber was reﬁlled with dry, synthetic air to ambient pressure, leading
to a temporary decrease in the ice saturation ratio. After reaching ambient pressure, 10
it took about 30min before the gas temperature and Sice regained their original values
of 244K and 0.93, respectively. Then, another expansion run was started. The AIDA
records from run 2 closely match those from run 1 and are therefore not explicitly
shown. During the second expansion cycle, the critical ice saturation ratio at the onset
of ice formation, Sice,crit, amounted to about 1.05. For Sice,max and fice, values of 1.11 15
and 0.12 were observed. The slightly higher activation threshold during run 2 might be
due to the fact that the most eﬃcient ice nuclei from run 1 were no longer present. Early
activation will go along with growth to the largest ice crystals that will preferentially be
removed by sedimentation. On the other hand, the increase in fice might be related
to the slightly higher peak value for Sice that was attained during run 2 compared to 20
run 1. So, a part of less active ice nuclei that had no chance to become activated
in run 1 can contribute to fice in run 2. After run 2, the AIDA chamber was reﬁlled
to ambient pressure and cooled to 233K to probe the ice activity of the oxalic acid
dihydrate crystals at a diﬀerent temperature. The AIDA records from run 3 are shown
in the right panel of Fig. 5. When starting the expansion at 233K, the ice cloud is 25
formed at Sice,crit=1.06 with attaining a maximum value of Sice,max=1.13 in the course
of the expansion. As a notable diﬀerence to run 1 and run 2, a much higher ice-active
fraction of fice=0.22 is observed. The results from run 3 could be closely reproduced
in a succeeding expansion cycle after reﬁlling the AIDA chamber to ambient pressure
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(run 4: Sice,crit=1.08, Sice,max=1.16, fice=0.22). Such increase in fice with decreasing
temperature has been frequently observed in heterogeneous ice nucleation studies
(Pruppacher and Klett, 1997), as e.g. for deposition mode ice nucleation on a variety
of mineral particulates (Roberts and Hallett, 1968).
The oxalic acid dihydrate particles from Exp. 2 (aerosol generation with the atomiser) 5
were probed on their ice nucleating ability in two successive expansion cooling cycles
started at T=244K. Also a fraction of up to 0.5% of these smaller crystals proved to
be eﬃcient deposition mode ice nuclei, as evidenced by very low critical ice saturation
ratios of 1.06 and 1.08 in the two succeeding expansion runs. Note that the ice nucle-
ation behaviour observed in Exp. 1 and Exp. 2 was highly reproducible. Both types of 10
experiments were repeated at least two times, yielding very similar values for Sice,crit
and fice. Figure 6 shows the results from an expansion cooling cycle with the smallest,
nanometre-sized oxalic acid dihydrate crystallites generated by adding the gaseous ox-
alic acid/air mixture into the AIDA chamber at 228K (Exp. 3 in Table 1, see also panel
e in Fig. 3). The blue trace in the top panel of Fig. 7 shows the infrared spectrum of 15
the nucleated particulates after an injection time of 2h. Albeit being noisier due to the
lower aerosol mass concentration, the extinction spectrum clearly bares the signatures
of oxalic acid dihydrate. In contrast to the particles generated during Exp. 1 and Exp. 2,
these tiny crystallites do not provoke any notable depolarisation of the backscattered
laser light and do not extend into the measurement range of the OPC2. During the 20
expansion, a dense ice cloud is formed at Sice,crit=1.09. The linear depolarisation ratio
shows a narrow peak in the ﬁrst period of the nucleation event, i.e., during the time of
strong ice particle growth. This feature can be accurately modelled by T-matrix calcu-
lations and again reﬂects the pronounced size-dependency of δ (Wagner et al., 2009).
A maximum ice particle number concentration of about 40cm
−3 is formed during the 25
expansion which is comparable to the Nice values obtained in runs 1–4 of Exp. 1. As
the aerosol number concentration of the oxalic acid dihydrate crystallites, however,
amounts to about 40000cm
−3, only a comparatively small 0.1% fraction of the overall
aerosol population has acted as a heterogeneous ice nucleus.
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The observed high ice nucleation ability of solid oxalic acid dihydrate particles in the
deposition mode is consistent with the ﬁndings from Kanji et al. (2008). An estimate
of the aerosol surface concentrations from the measured SMPS/APS size distribu-
tions assuming spherical particles yields values of about 1.2×10
−5, 0.78×10
−5, and
0.13×10
−5 cm
2 per cm
3 volume of AIDA prior to the ﬁrst expansion runs in Exp. 1, 2, 5
and 3, respectively. The corresponding critical ice saturation ratios Sice,crit of 1.03, 1.06,
and 1.09 that were observed in the course of these expansion runs can therefore be
interpreted as the threshold relative humidities to nucleate one ice particle on aerosol
surface areas of 1.2×10
−5, 0.78×10
−5, and 0.13×10
−5 cm
2. Thus, even somewhat
lower threshold saturation ratios for deposition mode ice nucleation were observed in 10
our study although the particulate surface areas were smaller than those in the Kanji
et al. (2008) experiments. In contradiction to our results, Prenni et al. (2001) have
noted that oxalic acid is not eﬀective in nucleating ice until reaching water saturation at
T<228K. But as summarised in the introduction, the phase of the investigated particles
remains uncertain. Given that the particles whose ice nucleation ability was tested in 15
the CFDC chamber revealed a continuous water uptake at a relative humidity between
45 and 91%, it is unlikely that they were crystalline oxalic acid dihydrate particles
but rather concentrated solution droplets or, in accordance with the hypothesis from
Mikhailov et al. (2009), gel-like amorphous particles. In addition, the authors present
critical ice saturation ratios when 1% of the 50 and 100nm particles have formed ice. 20
It is not speciﬁed whether a smaller fraction of the oxalic acid particles potentially has
formed ice at lower supersaturations, provided that this would be detectable with the
experimental setup.
Parsons et al. (2004) have addressed the poor ice nucleation ability of malonic, suc-
cinic, glutaric, and adipic acid in the deposition mode at temperatures above 243K. It is 25
therefore tempting to ascribe the prominent ice nucleation behaviour of oxalic acid dihy-
drate amongst all other investigated dicarboxylic acids to its intrinsic chemical structure.
Note that also Zobrist et al. (2006) have highlighted the particular role of immersed ox-
alic acid (dihydrate) crystals as the only species capable of inducing heterogeneous
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ice nucleation. In particular the O-H--O hydrogen bonds by which the two molecules
of water are interconnected in between the carboxyl groups in the structure of oxalic
acid dihydrate might be, if present at the particle surface, suitable sites to explain the
extraordinary good ice-nucleability of this compound (Pruppacher and Klett, 1997). An-
ticipating the results from further crystallisation experiments that were already brieﬂy 5
addressed in the introduction and that will be discussed in detail in Sect. 3.3, however,
suggest that also the surface structure in terms of defects like cracks, steps, or disloca-
tions might be an important factor. Oxalic acid dihydrate crystals that were generated
in a diﬀerent manner, i.e., by crystallisation from less supersaturated aqueous solu-
tion droplets at T=266K over a timescale of many hours, did not reveal such a high 10
deposition mode ice activity when cooled to 244K as those particles that have rapidly
crystallised from highly supersaturated solution droplets directly at 244K. In order to
give reason for their outstanding ice-nucleability, one might therefore also speculate
that polycrystalline particles with numerous defects are formed when oxalic acid dihy-
drate particles rapidly crystallise from highly supersaturated solution droplets at low 15
temperatures. Temperature and supersaturation are known to be key parameters that
inﬂuence size and shape of crystals grown from aqueous solutions (Omar and Ulrich,
2006; Torgesen and Strassburger, 1964). This interpretation would be in agreement
with the results from the study by Shilling et al. (2006) about heterogeneous ice nucle-
ation on spray-deposited ammonium sulphate and maleic acid particles. As shown by 20
scanning electron microscope images, the investigated particles contained a signiﬁcant
number of defects and appeared to be polycrystalline. This extensive surface structure
might be the reason that the particles acted as eﬃcient ice nuclei for heterogeneous
deposition nucleation with Sice,crit as low as 1.05 at T=240K. Also Parsons et al. (2004)
considered that the investigated saturated dicarboxylic acids C3–C6 might be more im- 25
portant in ice cloud formation if the particles had more defects than those generated
in their study. And indeed, deposition mode ice nucleation on solid glutaric acid par-
ticles (C5) with Sice,crit as low as 1.20 at 235K has recently been observed (Baustian
et al., 2010). The active site explanation would also account for the observed depen-
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dence of fice on the size of the oxalic acid dihydrate particles. Smaller aerosol particles
will contain a lower number of defects or active sites that are capable of triggering ice
nucleation. Summarising our results, fice ranged from 0.10–0.22 at T=244–233K for
dp=0.8µm (Exp. 1), whereas maximum ice-active fractions of about 0.5 and 0.1% were
encountered in Exp. 2 and Exp. 3 with the 0.1µm and 0.03µm sized particles at T=244 5
and 228K, respectively.
3.2 Ice nucleation ability of sodium oxalate, crystallisation at T=244K
In order to compare the ice nucleability of oxalic acid dihydrate with a diﬀerent chemical
species, we have performed a similar set of experiments with sodium oxalate particles.
Exp. 4 and Exp. 5 are duplicates of Exp. 1 and Exp. 2 where aqueous solutions of 10
3wt% sodium oxalate were injected into the AIDA chamber at 244K with an ultrasonic
nebuliser (Exp. 4) and an atomiser (Exp. 5). In contrast to the injection periods with
aqueous oxalic acid solutions, not a continuous but an immediate, step-wise increase
in the depolarisation ratio δ after the start of aerosol addition was monitored (Fig. 7,
lower panel, showing the trace of δ during Exp. 4). This indicates that the supersat- 15
urated solution droplets instantly crystallised in AIDA at T=244K and Sliq=0.7. The
simultaneously recorded infrared extinction spectrum of the particulates (black trace
in the top panel of Fig. 7) closely matches previously recorded spectra of sodium ox-
alate in alkali halide matrices (Hartman and Hisatsune, 1967), showing major bands at
1645, 1330, and 783cm
−1. The absence of any extinction band in the O-H stretching 20
regime reveals that anhydrous crystals of sodium oxalate have formed. Due to the
lower employed solute concentration, caused by the lower solubility of sodium oxalate
in water compared to oxalic acid, the median particle diameter of the crystallised par-
ticles in Exp. 4 was smaller than in Exp. 1 (see panels a and b in Fig. 3). The smaller
particle size of the sodium oxalate crystals might be the primary reason for the overall 25
lower value of δ in comparison with the oxalic acid dihydrate particles from Exp. 1. The
observed immediate crystallisation of sodium oxalate is in agreement with previously
recorded water cycles of sodium oxalate particles levitated in an electrodynamic bal-
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ance at room temperature, showing an eﬄorescence transition at RH=72–75% (Peng
and Chan, 2001).
The left panel of Fig. 8 shows the AIDA records from the ﬁrst expansion run with the
crystallised sodium oxalate particles. In remarkable contrast to all previously reported
expansion cycles with oxalic acid dihydrate, the freshly crystallised sodium oxalate 5
particles did not act as eﬃcient ice nuclei in the deposition mode at low ice super-
saturations. The slight increase in the backscattering linear depolarisation mode that
occurs at t=50s (ﬁrst vertical green line in Fig. 8), accompanied by the detection of a
very few number of larger ice crystals in the OPC2, is the only indication for ice activity
in the deposition mode. The number of nucleated ice crystals is too small to provoke 10
a diminution of the ice supersaturation. Instead, the relative humidity further increases
until at t=90s saturation with respect to supercooled water is reached (second green
line). At water saturation, a dense cloud of supercooled water droplets with D<10µm
is formed (see OPC2 scatter plot). Within the estimated measurement accuracy of
10%, the number concentration of cloud droplets detected by the OPC2 and indepen- 15
dently retrieved from the FTIR extinction spectra (Wagner et al., 2006) corresponds
to the number concentration of the sodium oxalate particles measured by the CPC
before the start of the expansion, indicating that almost all aerosol particles have be-
come activated. The formation of spherical cloud droplets causes a sharp drop in the
depolarisation ratio, levelling of at a value slightly above zero due to the presence of 20
the small number of aspherical ice crystals. With droplet cloud formation, a clear and
continuous increase in the ice particle number concentration was monitored (the ice
particles appear at larger apparent diameters with D>10µm in the OPC2 scatter plot),
indicating that a fraction of the sodium oxalate particles that are not active in deposition
mode ice nucleation is active in the condensation mode. Note that the AIDA gas tem- 25
perature never dropped below the homogeneous freezing temperature of pure water
droplets during the expansion. This result underlines that the sodium oxalate crystals
are not completely dissolved during CCN activation and subsequent droplet growth.
At t=210s when pumping is stopped (third green line), fice has reached a value of
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about 1%. Recalling the results from the ﬁrst expansion run with freshly crystallised
oxalic acid dihydrate particles of a similar, only slightly larger size (Exp. 1), 10% of the
aerosol population had already been ice-active in the deposition mode at Sice≤1.07.
At ﬁrst glance, this striking diﬀerence supports the theory that the speciﬁc chemical
structure of oxalic acid dihydrate with its included hydration water accounts for the high 5
ice nucleability of this particular compound. The ice nucleation activity of the sodium
oxalate particles, however, was signiﬁcantly enhanced in the later period of expansion
run 1 and in two succeeding expansion cooling cycles.
After the stop of pumping at t=210 during run 1, it took about one minute for the
cloud of supercooled water droplets to evaporate. At t=270s (forth green line), the 10
depolarisation ratio has regained its original value before the droplet cloud has formed.
Iback,par has decreased by an order of magnitude, reﬂecting the contribution of light
scattering gone lost by the evaporation of the cloud droplets. The remaining signal in
relation to the background level at time zero now contains only the scattering contribu-
tion from the nucleated ice crystals that are still present. Directly after the evaporation 15
of the cloud droplets, fice suddenly increases up to a value of about 0.03. Note that af-
ter the evaporation of the cloud water at t=270s, the bare particles are exposed to an
environment that is still supersaturated with respect to the ice phase (Sice about 1.27).
Obviously, a signiﬁcant fraction of the sodium oxalate crystals attains a much higher ice
nucleation activity in the deposition mode when processed in the course of the droplet 20
activation and evaporation cycle. One might discuss this behaviour in the context of
the well-known phenomenon of pre-activation of insoluble ice nuclei in heterogeneous
ice nucleation (Pruppacher and Klett, 1997; Roberts and Hallett, 1968; Vali, 2008). In
previous studies, various experimental conditions under which solid ice nuclei have be-
come activated to display an improved ice nucleation potential are reported. For some 25
substances, it was necessary to form ice crystals on them in a ﬁrst nucleation event
(Mossop, 1956). Small embryos of ice might then survive in suited cavities or crevices
at the particle surface even at relative humidities substantially below Sice=1 and cause
a lower threshold relative humidity for ice formation in a succeeding nucleation exper-
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iment. As an alternative interpretation, the ice crystals may imprint their structure on
the surface of soft materials, yielding a surface structure that more closely resembles
the ice lattice and that can then act as an activated site to promote ice nucleation (Vali,
2008; Zuberi et al., 2001). A pre-activation has also been observed for particles cooled
to temperatures below 236K and exposed to an environment with Sice<1 in order to 5
explicitly avoid initial ice formation (Fukuta, 1966; Higuchi and Fukuta, 1966). Even at
relative humidities below the saturation value, water might condense in the capillaries
of wettable solid particles. The condensed water might then freeze at T<236K, again
yielding an ice embryo capable of improving the ice nucleation ability of the particles.
Finally, various organic substances suspended in water could be activated entirely in 10
the liquid phase (Edwards and Evans, 1971; Evans, 1967), just by cooling the sus-
pensions below a critical temperature upon which, according to the interpretation by
Edwards and Evans (1971), the layer of adsorbed water molecules on the surface of
the particles transforms from a disordered state into an ordered state, the latter being
a better substrate for the nucleation of ice. 15
Concerning expansion run 1 with the sodium oxalate crystals, it is obvious that the
improvement of their ice nucleability goes along with the formation of the liquid phase
and the subsequent re-crystallisation of the particulates. As discussed above, the
crystals apparently do not get completely dissolved on the timescale of the experi-
ment because otherwise the continuous increase in fice after t=90s due to conden- 20
sation freezing would not have been monitored. But at least the outer particle shell
might have been partially dissolved during the droplet activation. Obviously, the subse-
quent re-crystallisation after the droplet evaporation must have left behind a crystalline
structure that is more susceptive to deposition mode ice nucleation than the structure
generated by the initial crystallisation of the injected, supersaturated sodium oxalate 25
solution droplets. After the evaporation of the ice crystals generated during run 1, the
modiﬁed crystals were probed in a succeeding expansion run that was directly started
at reduced pressure, i.e., without reﬁlling the AIDA chamber with dry, synthetic air to
ambient pressure (Fig. 8, right panel). In run 2, the modiﬁed sodium oxalate crystals
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act as eﬃcient ice nuclei in the deposition mode with Sice,crit=1.06 and fice=0.07, now
being almost as ice active as the slightly larger oxalic acid dihydrate crystals from run 1
in Exp. 1 (Fig. 4). As clearly shown by the comparison of the AIDA records from the
two succeeding expansion cycles of Exp. 4, the saturation ratio always remains below
water saturation during run 2 and the temporary drop in the depolarisation ratio due 5
to the formation of spherical water droplets that was observed in run 1 does not oc-
cur in run 2. Note that the number concentration of nucleated ice crystals in run 2 is
by more than a factor of two higher than in run 1. This underlines that the observed
improvement of the ice nucleability cannot be solely related to those sodium oxalate
crystals that have nucleated ice in the ﬁrst expansion run but must be ascribed to the 10
droplet activation event where almost all particles have been involved. The sodium ox-
alate particles retain their high ice nucleability when the AIDA chamber is reﬁlled with
dry, synthetic air to ambient pressure after the end of expansion run 2 (at t=600s, see
right panel of Fig. 8). During recompression, Sice temporarily dropped to a minimum
value of about 0.61. Sice values lower than 0.65 were maintained over a period of about 15
900s during reﬁlling. Expansion run 3 that was started after reaching ambient pres-
sure closely reproduced the AIDA records from run 2 in terms of the critical threshold
relative humidity and ice-active fraction, yielding Sice,crit=1.07 and fice=0.06.
In three consecutive expansion cooling cycles that were performed during Exp. 5 with
the smaller-sized sodium oxalate crystals, a similar improvement in the ice nucleation 20
ability was observed. Again, the sodium oxalate particles could be notably activated by
a ﬁrst expansion run where the relative humidity had increased up to water saturation
and a cloud of supercooled water droplets had formed. In the two following expansion
runs, early deposition mode ice nucleation could be observed, provoking that satura-
tion with respect to supercooled water was no longer reached in the later course of 25
these expansions. The threshold saturation ratio Sice,crit for deposition ice nucleation
in run 2 and run 3 of Exp. 5 was about 1.15, i.e., somewhat higher in comparison
with the larger crystals probed in Exp. 4. Also, the ice-active fraction was only about
0.05%, in accordance with the size-dependency of fice for oxalic acid dihydrate parti-
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cles that has been observed in experiments 1, 2, and 3. In summary, the ﬁndings from
the ice nucleation experiments with anhydrous sodium oxalate particles imply that the
high ice-nucleability of oxalic acid dihydrate that has been observed so far might not
be primarily related to its hydrogen-bonded crystal lattice because also the water-free
sodium oxalate crystals could be modiﬁed to quite eﬃcient deposition mode ice nuclei. 5
Furthermore, we will now address two experiments that do not ﬁt into the overall pic-
ture of highly deposition mode ice-active oxalic acid dihydrate crystals which has been
outlined until now.
3.3 Ice nucleation ability of oxalic acid dihydrate, crystallisation at T>244K
Having observed a fast crystallisation of highly supersaturated oxalic acid solution 10
droplets to oxalic acid dihydrate at T=244K, we decided to inject the aerosol parti-
cles into AIDA at a much higher temperature (T=266K) in order to probe whether less
concentrated solution droplets would remain in a supercooled liquid state. The initial
relative humidity with respect to supercooled water for the crystallisation and ice nucle-
ation experiments started at T=266K was typically about 89%, yielding an approximate 15
equilibrium solute concentration of only 38wt% oxalic acid in comparison with about
67wt% for an AIDA temperature of 244K (see Fig. 1 and the discussion in Sect. 3.1).
The top panel of Fig. 9 depicts the temporal evolution of the depolarisation ratio after
spraying an aqueous solution of 4wt% oxalic acid into the cooled cloud chamber with
the dispersion nozzle at time zero for a time period of about 10s (Exp. 6). The AIDA gas 20
temperature is shown as a comparison. For a very long observation time of almost 3h
(t=10000s, ﬁrst green line in Fig. 9), δ remains constant at a value of 0.02, indicating
that the injected droplets indeed initially remained in a supersaturated liquid state. Note
that a small background value for δ of typically 0.02–0.03 is observed even when only
spherical droplets are present in the chamber. This is a result of Rayleigh scattering by 25
air molecules, an imperfect alignment of the polarisers in the optical set-up, and a less
than 100% horizontal or vertical polarisation of the laser light. At later times, however,
the depolarisation ratio starts to increase although the chamber temperature was still
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kept constant at 266K. This delayed onset of crystallisation is most probably the result
of a changing solute concentration. As indicated in Sect. 2, the spraying technique
was an eﬃcient method to inject substantial aerosol mass loadings into AIDA within
a few seconds. Because a dilute oxalic acid solution was sprayed in, excess water
released from the evaporation of the solution droplets provoked a sudden rise in the 5
relative humidity from 89 to 96% after aerosol injection, as monitored by TDL absorp-
tion spectroscopy (red trace in the bottom panel of Fig. 9). It took about 10000s to
dissipate the excess of water vapour and to restore the initial relative humidity of 89%.
Due to the small negative slope of the ice-melting point curve at higher temperatures,
the comparably slight increase of RHliq from 89 to 96% leads to a substantial change 10
in the equilibrium concentration of the oxalic acid solution droplets from 38 to about
18wt% (Fig. 1). Thus, the injected aqueous droplets initially attain a composition of
18wt% oxalic acid and then slowly lose water and concentrate to 38wt% within the
ﬁrst 10000s of the crystallisation experiment. The shrinking of the solution droplets
due to the loss of water is nicely mimicked by the decrease in the forward-to-backward 15
scattering ratio
Ifor
Iback,par+Iback,per from the laser light scattering measurements, shown as
black trace in the lower panel of Fig. 9.
Oxalic acid solution droplets with <38wt% solute concentration can thus be main-
tained in AIDA for some hours in a supercooled liquid state without any detectable
crystallisation, either homogeneously or heterogeneously on suited active sites in the 20
chamber interior. This is in agreement with the result from Zobrist et al. (2006) that
emulsiﬁed solutions of up to 20wt% oxalic acid did not crystallise homogeneously
upon cooling. Only for a suﬃciently high solute concentration of about 38%, the crys-
tallisation of the solution droplets becomes detectable on the timescale of the AIDA
experiment. To identify the chemical nature of the crystallised particulates, FTIR ex- 25
tinction spectra were again recorded at diﬀerent time steps during the crystallisation
experiment (see small vertical bars on the time scale in the top panel of Fig. 9 and
the corresponding spectra in Fig. 10). Spectrum (a) features a broad extinction band
in the O-H stretching regime, characteristic of aqueous oxalic acid solution droplets,
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as well as a pronounced light scattering contribution at non-absorbing wavenumbers
>3600cm
−1. Using the optical constants of pure water in this wavenumber regime in
a Mie ﬁtting procedure, the diameter of the oxalic acid droplets can be estimated to be
about 1µm. This is much larger than the droplet size simultaneously measured by the
SMPS instrument (panel d, Fig. 3) because this device is not operated at the high rela- 5
tive humidity that is prevalent in the chamber interior and thus a signiﬁcant shrinking of
the particles size due to evaporation of water takes place. Spectrum (b) still bares the
spectral habit of completely liquid droplets, however revealing a reduced intensity in the
O-H absorption and high-wavenumber scattering regime due to loss of particle water
and the associated decrease in particle size. Spectra (c) and (d) bare the ﬁrst signa- 10
tures of an ongoing crystallisation process, as can be seen more closely in the two
spectral subsets shown in the bottom part of Fig. 10. Within the O-H stretching regime,
two shoulders appear on the high-wavenumber tail of the liquid water extinction band,
coinciding with the peak positions of the doublet signature in oxalic acid dihydrate. In
the same way, a shoulder is formed at 1270cm
−1 in the regime of the C-O stretching 15
mode, further evidencing that oxalic acid dihydrate particles have started to crystallise
from the supersaturated aqueous solution droplets. As discussed above, the experi-
ments were not aimed at deriving crystallisation rates because it was not possible to
determine the number concentration of crystallised particles within the population of
still unfrozen solution droplets. After having positively identiﬁed oxalic acid dihydrate 20
as the crystallisation product, the chamber was cooled overnight to 244K to probe the
ice nucleation potential of the crystallised particulates (cooling started at t=25000s,
see second green line in Fig. 9). About 20000s after the start of cooling, the entire
aerosol population had crystallised, as indicated by a constant depolarisation ratio of
0.16. 25
After homogeneous temperature and humidity conditions had established in the
chamber interior at T=244K the next morning, two subsequent expansion runs were
started (Fig. 11, left panel). In contrast to all previously reported expansion runs, the
oxalic acid dihydrate particles generated during Exp. 6 did not act as deposition mode
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ice nuclei before reaching an ice saturation ratio of about 1.3 at t=85s which is close
to water saturation. The ﬁrst 200s of the expansion run are shown in expanded view
in the right panel of Fig. 11. As can be seen by the short-time decrease in the depo-
larisation ratio after t=85s, ice formation coincides with the temporary formation of a
cloud of supercooled water droplets. These small-sized cloud droplets do not extend 5
into the measurement range of the OPC2 but can be seen in a series of infrared ex-
tinction spectra that is shown in Fig. 12. The spectra were recorded at a time interval
of 10s, beginning with spectrum (a) at t=85s, i.e., immediately before the temporary
decrease in the depolarisation ratio occurred. Spectrum (b) features a pronounced
extinction band at 3300cm
−1 due to liquid water droplets. The major part of the spec- 10
tral signature can be accurately reproduced with a Mie ﬁt using the optical constants
of supercooled water (red line), yielding a median droplet diameter of about 1.5µm
(Wagner et al., 2005a; Zasetsky et al., 2005). Only the small extinction minimum at
950cm
−1 in spectrum (b) cannot be accurately mimicked by the Mie ﬁt because this
signature is due to the ﬁrst ice crystals that have nucleated. This feature gains in inten- 15
sity in the subsequent spectra recordings. Additionally, a second extinction minimum at
3500cm
−1 is formed. These two extinction minima are called Christiansen bands and
are the typical infrared spectral signature of ice crystals with sizes larger than at least
5–6µm (Arnott et al., 1995). Spectrum (d) can only be accurately reproduced with a
bimodal ﬁt, employing one mode for water droplets and a second mode for ice crys- 20
tals. Spectrum (e) recorded at t=125s ﬁnally represents a pure cloud of about 10µm
sized ice crystals, as retrieved from a unimodal ﬁt using appropriate low-temperature
refractive indices for ice (Zasetsky et al., 2005).
Three diﬀerent mechanisms can be discussed to explain the observed ice nucle-
ation behaviour in the ﬁrst expansion run of Exp. 6. Firstly, the oxalic acid dihydrate 25
crystals may have acted as condensation mode ice nuclei because the onset of ice
formation apparently coincides with the formation of the cloud of supercooled water
droplets. However, this would not explain that the ice particle number concentration still
increases after the water cloud has completely glaciated at t=125s via the Bergeron-
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Findeisen process (see forth panel in Fig. 11). One might also speculate that a fraction
of the oxalic acid dihydrate particles has acted as deposition mode ice nucleus with a
threshold Sice,crit value so close to water saturation that less ice-active particles have
simultaneously become activated to water droplets. This would explain that ice crys-
tals continue to nucleate after t=125s because the environment is still supersaturated 5
with respect to ice. Finally, the oxalic acid dihydrate crystals may just have behaved in
a similar manner as the sodium oxalate particles in the ﬁrst expansion run of Exp. 4
(Fig. 8). Some crystals have acted as condensation mode ice nuclei and the ice particle
number concentration continues to increase because the crystalline structure of other
oxalic acid dihydrate particles was modiﬁed by the droplet activation and evaporation 10
cycle. Thus, when again directly exposed to an ice supersaturated environment after
the evaporation of the cloud water, these modiﬁed particles could now act as deposition
mode ice nuclei. The scatter plot from the OPC2 indeed indicates that a distinct second
mode of initially smaller ice crystals starts to nucleate at t=125s (second green line in
the right panel of Fig. 11). Based on this interpretation, the ﬁrst expansion runs of Exp. 15
4 and Exp. 6 would only diﬀer by the overall time period where a stable mixed-phase
cloud is present in AIDA. As the absolute number concentration of ice crystals formed
by condensation freezing is much lower in Exp. 4 compared to Exp. 6, the mixed-phase
cloud persists for a much longer period of time. This explanation would also account
for the modiﬁed ice nucleation behaviour that is displayed in the second expansion run 20
of Exp. 6. Run 2 was started at t=1080s after all ice crystals from the previous expan-
sion run had evaporated. In the course of expansion cooling, a pure ice cloud is formed
by deposition mode ice nucleation at Sice,crit=1.20. Sice,max remains below water sat-
uration in the later course of the expansion, explaining that a temporary decrease in
δ due to a cloud droplet activation is not observed during run 2. The two succeeding 25
expansion runs thereby reveal the same change in the ice nucleation behaviour that
has been previously observed for the two repetitive expansion cooling cycles in Exp. 4
with sodium oxalate particles.
The results from Exp. 6 clearly diﬀer from the previous ﬁnding that oxalic acid dihy-
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drate particles are highly eﬃcient ice nuclei in the deposition mode with a threshold
ice saturation ratio below 1.1 even for nanosized crystallites. The particles generated
during Exp. 6 were initially only ice-active in the condensation mode. Some particles
were then modiﬁed to become ice-active in the deposition mode, however revealing a
threshold Sice,crit value still much higher than observed in Exp. 1, 2, and 3. Most likely, 5
the discrepancy in the ice nucleation behaviour between the various experiments is
caused by diﬀerences in the crystal structure and morphology of the oxalic acid di-
hydrate particles. The impact of surface microstructure of crystalline solids on their
heterogeneous freezing ability is well documented in the literature, as for example in
the case of ammonium sulphate particles. Zuberi et al. (2001) have demonstrated that 10
the thermal history of solid ammonium sulphate cores imbedded in aqueous particles
aﬀected their morphology and heterogeneous ice nucleability. A crystalline core com-
posed of many microcrystals, generated by warming a completely frozen (NH4)2SO4-
H2O solution droplet only slightly above the eutectic temperature to induce the melting
of ice, acted as a very eﬃcient ice nucleus, i.e., the heterogeneous ice-freezing tem- 15
perature was close to the eutectic temperature and Sice,crit close to 1. If instead the
crystalline core was composed of only one or two large crystals, prepared by tem-
porarily rising the temperature of the particle to a higher conditioning temperature, the
heterogeneous freezing temperature was close to the homogeneous freezing temper-
ature. In the same way, Shilling et al. (2006) have detected a high deposition mode 20
ice activity for polycrystalline ammonium sulphate particles whereas in other studies,
as discussed by the authors, subeutectic deliquescence has been observed. Concern-
ing our present results, one might therefore speculate that the rapid crystallisation or
nucleation of the oxalic acid dihydrate particles during Exp. 1, 2, and 3 has led to the
formation of a surface microstructure with numerous defects, resulting in a high depo- 25
sition mode ice activity. During Exp. 6, where the oxalic acid dihydrate particles were
formed from less supersaturated oxalic acid solution droplets at a higher temperature
and were allowed to slowly grow by mass transfer from still unfrozen solution droplets
over a very long time scale of about 12h, see Appendix A in Zobrist et al. (2006), more
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regular crystals with less defects and a correspondingly lower ice nucleability might
have formed. That diﬀerent crystallisation conditions might strongly inﬂuence the re-
sultant particle morphology has also been demonstrated in earlier AIDA investigations
on the formation of nitric acid dihydrate crystals, either generated by shock freezing
of a HNO3/H2O gas mixture or by homogeneous nucleation from supercooled aque- 5
ous nitric acid solution droplets where the nucleated nitric acid dihydrate crystals could
slowly grow in a supersaturated environment for a period of several hours (Wagner et
al., 2005b). With our present experimental set-up, the hypothesis of a diﬀerent surface
microstructure of the oxalic acid dihydrate crystals cannot be veriﬁed. In future AIDA
campaigns, it is planned to fully explore the potential of the SID3 detector to distinguish 10
between smooth and rough surfaces of larger ice crystals by the analysis of their an-
gular scattering patterns. But again, it is not clear whether such distinction would also
be achievable for only about 1–2µm-sized aerosol particles. Probing the particle mor-
phology of deposited crystals by environmental scanning electron microscopy might be
another option in future crystallisation experiments. 15
We will conclude the discussion with another example for the high diversity of the ice
nucleation behaviour of oxalic acid dihydrate. In Exp. 7, aqueous solution droplets of
oxalic acid were again added to the AIDA chamber at about 266K, this time using the
atomiser. Due to the much lower mass throughput of this device in comparison with
the dispersion nozzle used in Exp. 6, the injection period was about 30min (Fig. 13). 20
The relative humidity with respect to supercooled water did not increase during aerosol
addition, but was stable between 89 and 90%. Hence, a small but immediate increase
in the depolarisation ratio could be observed after adding the aerosol (black trace in
Fig. 13), indicating that the onset of crystallisation of the injected solution droplets was
not delayed due to a temporary increase in the relative humidity as in Exp. 6. About 25
30 min after the end of aerosol addition, the particles were probed in a ﬁrst expansion
run (time zero in Fig. 13). During the expansion, the aerosol particles were activated to
cloud droplets and the depolarisation ratio temporarily got back to its initial background
value, pointing to the deliquescence of the particles that had already crystallised. After
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expansion run 1, the AIDA chamber was slowly cooled to 244K (red trace in Fig. 13),
going along with an increase in the depolarisation ratio to a ﬁnal value of about 0.15.
As already outlined in the caption of Fig. 12, a variation of the temperature of the AIDA
vessel leads to a change in the alignment of the White-cell mirrors of the in situ infrared
extinction measurements. This means that the initially recorded background spectrum 5
is no longer a suited reference. The chemical nature of the crystallised particulates
can thus not be veriﬁed in Exp. 7, however, there is no reason to assume that not
again oxalic acid dihydrate particles have formed. Already before reaching T=244K,
the crystallised particles were probed on their ice nucleability in three expansion runs
started at 260, 254, and 249K. The observed behaviour was similar in all cooling cy- 10
cles and, therefore, only AIDA records from run 3 are shown in the left panel of Fig. 14.
As obvious from the scatter plot of the OPC2, only very few large ice crystals with an
optical diameter larger than 10µm were formed. The ice particle number concentration
was clearly below 0.1cm
−3, meaning that these crystals might have also nucleated on
the few background particles that were present in the chamber before adding the ox- 15
alic acid aerosol. Instead of forming an ice cloud, the aerosol particles were activated
to a droplet cloud when reaching water saturation at t=190s. The droplet diameters
overlap with the apparent diameters of the aspherical oxalic acid dihydrate particles
and the droplet cloud, therefore, only appears as a denser point cloud in the OPC2
scatter plot between t=190 and 330s (marked by the two vertical green lines). After 20
the evaporation of the supercooled cloud droplets at t=330s, the temporarily reduced
depolarisation ratio regains its value from the start of pumping within less than 300s.
This indicates that at lower temperatures the oxalic acid dihydrate crystals do not get
completely dissolved on the typical time scale of an expansion experiment, meaning
that at least a small solid core remains unsolved and causes the rapid re-crystallisation 25
of the particles. In previous literature studies, the dissolution kinetics of oxalic acid di-
hydrate have only been investigated at room temperature in HCl (0.1N) as dissolution
medium under hydrodynamic conditions that are not comparable to the present exper-
iments (Carstensen and Dali, 1999; Carstensen and Patel, 1975). Time series of the
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depolarisation ratios recorded during the expansion runs 1–4 are compared in the right
panel of Fig. 14. The compilation shows that the time period to recover the initial value
of δ after the evaporation of the droplet cloud continually decreases with decreasing
AIDA temperature.
The oxalic acid dihydrate particles generated during Exp. 7 do not exhibit any het- 5
erogeneous ice nucleation potential at T≥249K. After expansion run 4, the crystals
are further cooled to 244K, i.e., to a temperature where all previously generated oxalic
acid dihydrate particles showed considerable ice-nucleability in either the condensation
mode (Exp. 6, ﬁrst run) or deposition mode (Exp. 1 and 2; Exp. 6, second run). The
AIDA records from two succeeding expansion runs started at about 244K during Exp. 10
7 are shown in Fig. 15. Surprisingly, also at the lower temperature the ice nucleation
potential of the oxalic acid dihydrate particles is very poor. Only about 0.1cm
−3 ice
particles were formed by deposition nucleation before water saturation was reached at
t=240s (second vertical green line). Note that already 70s earlier (t=170s, ﬁrst green
line) the relative humidity had just approached water saturation, leading to the ﬁrst 15
drop in the depolarisation ratio. But unintentionally, the pumping speed was reduced
at this time, leading to a slight decrease in the saturation ratio and to the evaporation
of the droplets that just had formed. Only after increasing the pumping speed again,
the entire aerosol population was activated to cloud droplets at t=240s. Also by sub-
sequent condensation freezing, only a very low number concentration of ice crystals 20
was generated, amounting to about 0.3cm
−3 in run 5 and 0.5cm
−3 in run 6 that was
immediately started after the cloud particles from the ﬁrst run had evaporated. As a
comparison, the aerosol number concentration prior to pumping was about 9500cm
−3.
Thus, oxalic acid dihydrate particles that have gone through several partial dissolution
and re-crystallisation steps at warmer temperatures are much poorer ice nuclei when 25
cooled to 244K than crystals that were probed without preceding droplet activation
runs (Exp. 6). Also, the ﬁrst droplet activation at 244K (run 5) does not notably change
the ice nucleation potential in contrast to the behaviour observed in the two repetitive
expansion runs from Exp. 4 and 6. One cannot completely exclude that a species
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diﬀerent from crystalline oxalic acid dihydrate, like anhydrous crystals, amorphous par-
ticles, or the recently discovered dimorphic sesquihydrates of oxalic acid (Wenger and
Bernstein, 2007), has been formed during the various droplet activation runs in Exp. 7
due to the lack of information from the infrared spectra recordings. More likely, how-
ever, the surface microstructure of the crystallised oxalic acid dihydrate particles that 5
have been generated and cloud-processed in diﬀerent ways is highly variable. Thereby,
this chemically simply-structured substance reveals a remarkable variability in its ice
nucleation potential, which, just by comparing Fig. 5 and Fig. 15, ranges from very high
deposition mode ice activity to very poor ice nucleation ability in both the deposition and
condensation mode, making it diﬃcult to ﬁnd a suited parameterisation to represent its 10
ice nucleation behaviour in a microphysical model.
4 Summary
We have presented measurements on the heterogeneous ice nucleation ability of air-
borne oxalic acid dihydrate and sodium oxalate particles in the deposition and con-
densation mode at temperatures between 244 and 228K. The observed ice nucleation 15
potential of the particles was strongly dependent on their crystallisation pathway. Crys-
tallisation of highly supersaturated oxalic acid solution droplets at T=244K or nucle-
ation from a gaseous oxalic acid/water mixture that was added to the AIDA chamber at
T=228K yielded oxalic acid dihydrate crystals that proved to be highly eﬃcient depo-
sition mode ice nuclei. The threshold ice saturation ratio for ice nucleation was always 20
below 1.1. The number fraction of ice-active aerosol particles ranged between 22 and
0.1%, depending on temperature and particle diameter that was varied between 0.8
and 0.03µm. This ﬁnding is in good agreement with recent measurements on ice for-
mation via deposition nucleation on oxalic acid dihydrate particles that were deposited
on a cold stage and, at ﬁrst sight, points to a special role of oxalic acid within the 25
group of other saturated dicarboxylic acids that have not been observed to be good
ice nuclei, neither in the deposition nor immersion mode. In further crystallisation and
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ice nucleation experiments, however, oxalic acid dihydrate particles of partially much
poorer ice nucleability were generated. In these experiments, the oxalic acid dihydrate
particles crystallised from less supersaturated oxalic acid solution droplets at a higher
temperature and were allowed to slowly grow in a supersaturated environment from still
unfrozen aqueous oxalic acid solution droplets over a time period of many hours. Ob- 5
viously, these conditions have led to a more regular surface microstructure with fewer
defects that could have triggered ice nucleation as active sites. As a notable diﬃculty
for predicting the ice nucleation behaviour of oxalic acid dihydrate, the ice nucleability
was also dependent on whether the crystallised particles were subjected to preceding
droplet activation and evaporation steps or not. Such behaviour was also observed for 10
the second species investigated, namely sodium oxalate.
Concerning the atmospheric implication of our ﬁndings, the presented experiments
are relevant to the scenario where by way of physical and chemical processing a coat-
ing layer of organic material may have formed on prevalent particulates such as soot
and mineral dust. Given the high variability of the heterogeneous ice nucleation po- 15
tential of oxalic acid dihydrate, it is not straightforward to anticipate in which direction
the ice nucleability of the pure compounds will be modiﬁed by the organic coating layer.
On the one hand, some active mineral dust surfaces could become deactivated with an
oxalic acid dihydrate coating of poor ice nucleation ability such as detected in Exp. 7.
Such behaviour has recently been observed in AIDA experiments on the suppression 20
of the ice nucleation ability of mineral dust particles by a coating layer of secondary or-
ganic matter from the products of the α-pinene – ozone reaction (M¨ ohler et al., 2008).
But on the other hand, soot particles that in most previous laboratory studies have
behaved as poor deposition mode ice nuclei at temperatures around 244K could be-
come more ice-active when coated with a layer of oxalic acid dihydrate that behaved 25
similar to the crystals generated in Exp. 1, 2, and 3. We therefore consider addressing
the eﬀect of coating layers of solid dicarboxylic acids on the heterogeneous ice nucle-
ability of soot or mineral dust particles in future chamber studies. Having taken into
account that in the atmosphere oxalic acid dihydrate crystals might also be embedded
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in multi-component aqueous solutions droplets, we have already performed a set of
ice nucleation experiments with ternary solution droplets containing sodium chloride
and sulphuric acid as third components in addition to oxalic acid and water. The re-
sults of these experiments on the immersion freezing potential of oxalic acid will be
summarised in a forthcoming manuscript. 5
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Table 1. Compilation of the experimental procedures for the various crystallisation and ice
nucleation experiments with oxalic acid and sodium oxalate. Tinj denotes the initial AIDA gas
temperature when adding the aerosol particles to the chamber. The procedure of each experi-
ment is discussed in detail in Sect. 3.
Exp. Solute Tinj/K Aerosol genera-
tion
Experimental procedure
1 Oxalic
acid
244 Ultrasonic
nebuliser
Waiting for full crystallisation of oxalic acid dihydrate,
followed by two repetitive expansion cooling cycles
at 244 K.
Cooling of the chamber to 233K and two further ex-
pansion cooling cycles at 233 K.
2 Oxalic
acid
244 Atomiser Waiting for full crystallisation of oxalic acid dihydrate,
followed by two repetitive expansion cooling cycles
at 244 K.
3 Oxalic
acid
228 Cooling of
gaseous oxalic
acid/air mixture
Immediate nucleation of oxalic acid dihydrate. One
expansion cooling cycle at 228 K.
4 Sodium
oxalate
244 Ultrasonic neb-
uliser
Immediate crystallisation of sodium oxalate. Three
repetitive expansion cooling cycles at 244 K.
5 Sodium
oxalate
244 Atomiser Immediate crystallisation of sodium oxalate. Three
repetitive expansion cooling cycles at 244 K.
6 Oxalic
acid
266 Two-stream dis-
persion nozzle
Observation of oxalic acid dihydrate crystallisation
at 266K for about 6.5 h. Cooling of the chamber to
244K and two repetitive expansion cooling cycles at
244 K.
7 Oxalic
acid
266 Atomiser Observation of oxalic acid dihydrate crystallisation
at 266K for about 30 min. Droplet activation at 266
K, followed by cooling of the chamber to 244 K. Dur-
ing cooling, three further droplet activations at 260,
254, and 249 K. Finally, two repetitive expansion
cooling cycles at 244 K.
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Fig. 1. Schematic experimental trajectories of various ice nucleation experiments with super-
cooled oxalic acid solution droplets in the oxalic acid – water phase diagram. The solid black
line indicates the ice melting-point curve, as calculated for an ideal solution with Raoult’s law.
Although Raoult’s law reasonably ﬁts the measured water activities of aqueous oxalic acid at
room temperature (Clegg and Seinfeld, 2006; Peng et al., 2001), its validity for low tempera-
tures still has to be veriﬁed. Hence, the black trace possibly will only give a rough estimate
of the solute concentration at ice-saturated conditions. The right y-axis denotes the prevailing
relative humidity with respect to supercooled water, RHliq, for an environment that is saturated
with respect to ice, i.e., when moving on the ice-melting-point curve within the phase diagram.
The grey circles denote the critical homogeneous ice nucleation temperatures as a function
of oxalic acid concentration from the study by Zobrist et al. (2006). The blue and green tra-
jectories represent hypothetical expansion cooling experiments with airborne particles in the
AIDA cloud chamber, whereas the red trajectory corresponds to a freezing experiment with
emulsiﬁed oxalic acid solution droplets. See text for details.
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Fig. 2. Schematic cross section of the AIDA aerosol and cloud chamber facility, featuring the
most important instrumentation for the crystallisation and ice nucleation experiments with oxalic
acid dihydrate and sodium oxalate.
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Fig. 3. Typical normalised SMPS and APS number size distributions of oxalate aerosols generated by various
methods; see text for details. APS measurements were only done in cases (a) and (b) where a signiﬁcant number
fraction of the aerosol extended to diameters >0.5µm. The aerodynamic diameter of the APS was converted into a
volume-equivalent sphere diameter dp assuming a particle density of 1.653gcm
−3 for oxalic acid dihydrate (a) and
2.34gcm
−3 for sodium oxalate (b). Due to the lack of appropriate shape information, the dynamic shape factor χ was
set to 1.0 in both cases. When assuming spherical particles with χ=1, the mobility-equivalent diameter of the SMPS
would be equal to dp (Hinds, 1999; Hudson et al., 2007).
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Fig. 4. Top panel: temporal evolution of the backscattering linear depolarisation ratio δ after
starting the addition of aqueous oxalic acid solution droplets to the AIDA chamber at 244K with
an ultrasonic nebuliser (Exp. 1) and an atomiser (Exp. 2). The horizontal arrows denote the
overall time period of aerosol injection (tinj). Time zero denotes the start of the ﬁrst expansion
cooling experiment that was performed later on to investigate the ice nucleation potential of the
added aerosol particles. Bottom panel: infrared extinction spectra recorded at diﬀerent time
steps during the injection and crystallisation periods of Exp. 1 and Exp. 2, as indicated by the
small vertical bars on the time scale in the top panel.
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Fig. 5. Time series of various AIDA records during two expansion cooling cycles from Exp. 1.
In each graph, time zero denotes the start of pumping. For run 1, time zero corresponds to t=0
on the time scale in the top panel of Fig. 4. The ﬁve panels contain the following data. Panel 1:
AIDA pressure (black line) and mean gas temperature (red line). Panel 2: saturation ratios with
respect to ice (Sice, black and blue line) and supercooled water (Sliq, red line). Sliq is only shown
for the gas-phase water concentration measured by TDL absorption whereas Sice is plotted for
both the gas-phase and total water concentration as measured ex situ with the MBW chilled
mirror hygrometer. Panel 3: size of individual particles detected by the OPC2. Panel 4: number
fraction of ice-active aerosol particles. Panel 5: backscattering intensity parallel to the incident
polarisation state of the laser light (black line) and backscattering linear depolarisation ratio δ
(red line). See text for details.
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Fig. 6. Time series of various AIDA records during the ﬁrst expansion cooling cycle from Exp. 3.
The individual panels contain the same measurements as in Fig. 5, except from panel 4 where
the ice particle number concentration Nice instead of the ice-active fraction fice is shown.
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Fig. 7. Top panel: infrared extinction spectra of oxalic acid dihydrate particles generated dur-
ing Exp. 2 (green line, corresponding to spectrum d shown in Fig. 4) and Exp. 3 (blue line,
scaled by a factor of 10). The black trace shows the spectral signature of sodium oxalate par-
ticles recorded at t=−1600s during Exp. 4 (see timescale in the bottom panel). Bottom panel:
temporal evolution of the backscattering linear depolarisation ratio δ after starting the addition
of aqueous sodium oxalate solution droplets to the AIDA chamber at 244K with an ultrasonic
nebuliser (Exp. 4).
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Fig. 8. Time series of various AIDA records during two expansion cooling cycles from Exp.
4. In each graph, time zero denotes the start of pumping. For run 1, time zero corresponds
to t=0 on the time scale in the bottom panel of Fig. 7. The individual panels show the same
measurements as in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 9. Time series of the backscattering linear depolarisation ratio δ (top panel, black line), the
AIDA gas temperature (top panel, red line), the forward-to-backward scattering ratio (bottom
panel, black line), and the saturation ratio with respect to supercooled water (bottom panel,
red line) after spraying an aqueous solution of 4wt% oxalic acid into the chamber at time zero
(Exp. 6). The small blue bars on the time scale in the top panel indicate the times of the infrared
spectra recordings that are shown in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10. Infrared extinction spectra of crystallising oxalic acid solution droplets recorded at
diﬀerent time steps during Exp. 6, as indicated by the vertical blue bars in Fig. 9. The two
bottom panels show expanded views in the regime of the O-H and C-O stretching modes and
include a reference spectrum of pure oxalic acid dihydrate particles (red trace, corresponding to
spectrum e in Fig. 4). See text for details. Note that only an incomplete background subtraction
of the absorption lines of gaseous water could be achieved due to the high AIDA temperature
and the correspondingly high water vapour concentration.
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Figure 11. Time series of various AIDA records during the expansion cooling cycles from 
Exp. 6. The left panel covers the complete time period of expansion runs 1 and 2 whereas the 
right panel shows an expanded view of the first 200 seconds from run 1. 
 
Fig. 11. Time series of various AIDA records during the expansion cooling cycles from Exp.
6. The left panel covers the complete time period of expansion runs 1 and 2 whereas the right
panel shows an expanded view of the ﬁrst 200s from run 1.
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Fig. 12. Infrared extinction spectra recorded from t=85s (spectrum a) to t=125s (spectrum
e) at a 10s time interval during expansion run 1 from Exp. 6 (black lines). Note that a new
background spectrum had to be recorded prior to these measurements. This was necessary
because the cooling of the AIDA chamber from 266 to 244K (see Fig. 9) induced a misalign-
ment of the White-cell system. The extinction features due to the crystallised oxalic acid dihy-
drate particles (see Fig. 10) are therefore not visible. Various computed extinction spectra that
best-ﬁtted the measurements are shown as red lines. Spectra b and e were ﬁtted by unimodal
log-normal distributions of either supercooled water droplets or ice crystals, respectively. The
latter were modelled as circular cylinders of aspect ratio 0.7 (Wagner et al., 2006). The mixed-
phase cloud scenario represented by spectrum d was ﬁtted by two log-normal modes, with one
mode for the water droplets and the other for the ice crystals.
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Fig. 13. Temporal evolution of the backscattering linear depolarisation ratio δ (black line) and
the AIDA gas temperature (red line) during Exp. 7 that was started by adding aqueous oxalic
acid solution droplets to the AIDA chamber at 266K with an atomiser. In the course of the ex-
periment, the ice nucleation ability of the aerosol particles was probed in six expansion cooling
cycles, as indicated by the vertical blue bars. The horizontal green line denotes the background
value for the depolarisation ratio of about 0.02 that is typically observed even if only spherical
particles are present.
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Fig. 14. Left panel: time series of various AIDA records during expansion cooling run 3 from
Exp. 7 (see also Fig. 13). Because almost no ice crystals have formed, the sub-panel con-
taining the ice-active fraction or ice particle number concentration is not shown. Right panel:
compilation of the backscattering intensities and depolarisation ratios recorded during the ex-
pansion runs 1–4 from Exp. 7. In each graph, time zero denotes the start of pumping. Only for
the ﬁrst run, time zero corresponds to t=0 on the time scale of Fig. 13.
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Fig. 15. Time series of various AIDA records during the expansion cooling runs 5 and 6 from
Exp. 7 (see also Fig. 13).
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